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Abstract
Computational simulationisan essentialtoolfor the predictionof
fluidflow. Many powerfulsimulationprograms existtoday. However,
using theseprograms to reliablyanalyzefluidflow and other physical
situationsrequiresconsiderablehuman effortand expertiseto setup a
simulation,determinewhether the output makes sense,and repeatedly
run the simulationwith differentinputs untila satisfactoryresultis
achieved.Automating thisprocessisnot only of considerablepracti-
cadimportance but willalsosignificantlyadvance basicAI researchin
reasoningabout the physicalworld.
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Figure 1: Analyzing a physical situation
1 Introduction
Numerical simulation is an important tool for predicting the behavior of physi-
cal systems. Many powerful numerical simulation programs exist today. How-
ever, as illustrated in Figure 1, using these programs to reliably analyze a
physical situation requires considerable human effort and expertise to
set up the simulation by transforming a description of the physical sit-
uation into a representation the numerical simulation program can suc-
cessfully process,
• analyze the output of the simulation program to extract desired infor-
mation and in particular to
• determine whether the output makes sense and how accurate it is likely
to be, and if the output is not acceptable, to
• determine how to change the simulation program's input so that it will
produce better output.
As a result, these numerical simulation programs typically can't be run suc-
cessfuUy by inexperienced users. Perhaps more importantly, these simulation
programs can't be reliably invoked by other programs. For example, an auto-
mated system for designing complex objects could not easily include a numer-
ical simulation as part of the process it uses to evaluate new designs.
In this paper I will address these problems of setup, analysis, quality as-
surance, and feedback for numerical simulation.
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Figure 2: Stars gJ Stripes, winner of the 1987 America's Cup competition
2 Example 1: Racing Yachts
Much of the work on automated interfaces to numerical simulators that I
will discuss in this paper has been done in the context of a larger system for
automated design of racing yachts like the one in Figure 2. In order to evaluate
a possible yacht design, the design system must determine how much time the
yacht will need to traverse a specified race course, which will depend on the
various forces acting on the yacht. Some of these forces can be computed quite
accurately with simple formulas: for example, much of the drag on the yacht
is due to an effect known as skin friction, which is directly proportional to the
surface area of the yacht. Other forces, however, can only be computed with
sufficient accuracy by using powerful numerical simulators. One force in this
category is lift-induced drag, the main example I will discuss in this paper.
The force the wind exerts on a yacht can be decomposed into two compo-
nents, one oriented in the direction the yacht is moving and the other perpen-
dicular to the direction of motion. The perpendicular force must be balanced
by a force from the yacht's keel, which acts as a lifting surface just like an air-
plane's wing does, except that for the yacht the lift force is horizontal instead
of vertical. The physical effect which generates this lift force also necessarily
generates a corresponding drag force, lift-induced drag, which can significantly
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Figure 3: Clock or watch escapement mechanism
affect a yacht's performance.
In order to tractably compute this force, a number of modeling assumptions
must be made. The key assumption is that viscosity may be neglected when
computing lift-induced drag, because viscous contributions to drag will be
modeled in other ways, for example as skin friction. If viscosity is neglected,
the general nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations of fluid flow may be reduced to
a linear partial differential equation, Laplace's equation for velocity potential
= 0
The velocity vector of the fluid at any point is given by the gradient of the
scalar velocity potential $(x, V, z).
3 Example 2: Clockwork Mechanisms
The escapement mechanism in Figure 3 keeps the average speed of a clock or
watch constant by allowing the escape wheel, which is pushed clockwise by a
strong spring, to advance by only one tooth for each oscillation of the balance.
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I've discussed this mechanism in prior pubhcations [Gelsey 1987, Gelsey 1989,
Gelsey 1990, Gelsey 1991]. Modeling the behavior of this mechanism requires
a series of assumptions. The first assumption is that Newton's laws of motion
are adequate for this domain. Newton's laws assume forces are computed using
other methods, and the remaining modeling assumptions are models for the
various forces. In particular, I've explored two alternative ways of modeling
collision forces: a microscopic model in which solid objects are allowed to
overlap slightly in space, generating a repulsive force proportional to their
depth of overlap (the depth of overlap approximates the slight distortion of the
part that is the actual source of the contact force), and a macroscopic model
in which moving parts are assumed to collide inelastically and move under
geometric constraints from then on. Both models predict similar behaviors for
the escapement mechanism.
4 Setting up a Numerical Simulation
A model of a physical situation suitable for numerical simulation must include
a set of state variables, quantities whose values represent the state of the
physical system. The model must also include a set of differential equations
describing the relations between the values of the various state variables. The
particular equations for a specific situation must be instantiated from general
template equations like Newton's laws or Laplace's equation. The instantiated
equations will refer to a specific set of state variables, for example the posi-
tions and velocities of the three moving parts of the escapement mechanism
in Figure 3, and therefore may be solved by a numerical method which will
then compute the values of the state variables for the specific situation being
modeled.
I've discussed the problem of identifying state variables and differential
equations for clockwork mechanisms extensively in prior publications [Gelsey
1987, Gelsey 1989, Gelsey 1990], so I'll focus here on the fluid flow domain.
The state of the fluid is represented by the value of the velocity potential
_b(x,y, z) at every point. For a computer simulation, however, ff must be
represented by its value at a finite set of discrete points. Picking these points
is the principal problem of setting up a numerical simulation of fluid flow.
PMARC 1, the numerical simulation program we use to compute lift-induced
drag, reformulates Laplace's equation as an integral equation, so instead of
IPanelMethod Ames ResearchCenter
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having to choose points throughout the volume of fluid surrounding the racing
yacht, it is only necessary to chose points on the surface of the yacht, by
partitioning the surface into a set of pieces called panels.
It is important to emphasize that tile initial description of a physical sit-
uation to be analyzed typically does not identify state variables. In the case
both of mechanical devices and fluid flow, the input consists primarily of a
purely geometrical description supplemented by information about various
other physical properties hke masses of parts in a mechanical device or density
of fluid in a flow problem. Currently we represent mechanical device geometry
using CAD/CAM Constructive SoLd Geometry techniques [Requicha 1980],
while ship geometry is represented using B-sphne surfaces [Rogers and Adams
1990]. These geometrical descriptions must then be partitioned into pieces
corresponding to different state variables.
We have received considerable advice about how to create "good" panel-
izations of a surface from the domain experts with whom we are working, Drs.
Fritts, Salvesen, and Letcher, all members of the design team for the Stars
Stripes yacht shown in Figure 2. The principle guidelines we have been given
include
Resolve stagnation points and other areas of rapidly changing potential.
Tile fluid flow hitting a solid body must change its direction in order to
pass around one side of the body or the other side. As a result, there
are stagnation points on the surface of the body where fluid velocity is
zero. Since tile velocity potential changes rapidly near points like these,
small panels must be used in those areas to properly represent the state
of tile fluid flow.
Attempt to maintain a nearly orthogonal mesh of panels. Panels should
resemble rectangles rather than long, thin diamonds.
Attempt to keep panel aspect ratio low. Panels should not be far longer
than they are wide.
• Control panel expansion ratio. Bound the ratio of the areas of adjacent
panels so that very small panels won't have very large neighbors.
• Attempt to orient panel boundaries along streamhnes of fluid flow.
Managing tile tradeoffs between thesegoalscan be a complex reasoning prob-
lem. For example, if velocity potential near stagnation points changes rapidly
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in one direction but remains fairly constant in the other, resolution of the
stagnation point may best be achieved with long, thin panels which tend to
violate aspect ratio constraints. In some eases constraints need to be applied
more and less stringently in different areas of the body's surface. For example,
a rounded body can't have an extremely orthogonal mesh everywhere, but
orthogonality should be maintained as widely as possible.
5 Quality Assurance
A major difficulty in using numerical simulation programs, especially in an
automated manner, is that it is generally difficult to tell whether or not to
trust the output of the program. A human expert building a model of physics
on which to base a numerical simulator makes use of a body of knowledge
and assumptions which does not end up in the simulation program itself. For
example, PMARC is based on the assumption that viscosity safely can be
neglected. This assumption tends to hold much better for long, thin shapes
than for short, fat ones. However, PMARC can be run to predict flow around
a short, fat shape, and to an inexperienced user the results will look perfectly
reasonable, until compared with experimental data, if any is available.
An automated solution to this "quality assurance" problem requires rep-
resenting and using this body of knowledge and assumptions, which can be
broadly classified into the following categories
Modeling assumptions, e.g. PMARC assumes zero viscosity -- these as-
sumptions may or may not be directly testable. An example of a testable
assumption from my microscopic model of collision forces in mechanisms
is the assumption that the volumes of moving parts will overlap only
slightly. If a large overlap occurred during a simulation that would indi-
cate that the simulation output was not trustworthy.
Expectations about input, e.g. long, thin body -- more directly testable
properties of the input typically derived from the simplifying assump-
tions, often by a fairly complex chain of reasoning.
• Expectations about output
- ranges of plausible output values, e.g. velocities within fluid flowing
around a body shouldn't be greater than several times the body's
velocity with respect to the surrounding fluid.
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- consistencyrequirementsfor output values,e.g. the sum of the ki-
netic and potential energy in a clockwork mechanism should not
increase as time passes
- qualitative relationships among output values, e.g. fluid flow around
a solid body should have a stagnation point where the flow hits the
body, then should speed up as the fluid passes around the body
again and then slow down again as the fluid merges together and
leaves the body.
- convergence behavior -- as space and time discretizations are re-
fined, differential equation solutions should settle down to asymp-
totic values
- sensitivity to minor input perturbations -- typically, small pertur-
bations should generate small responses
- response to extreme input wlues -- may be computable from overall
trends
- trusted output results from similar physical configurations
• Test cases with known solutions
* Associated simpler models useful for coarse checking of output
• Associated deeper models to use if satisfactory output cannot be achieved
• Alternative numerical methods that might be appropriate
Some of these criteria could be better applied given a database of past expe-
rience. For example, values of lift and drag forces for similar sailing yachts
could be used to reject implausible values resulting from a bad simulation.
6 Feedback
Successful analysis of a physical situation will typically require running a nu-
merical simulator several times and intelligently modifying the simulator's in-
put between each run. In the case of fluid flow, the heuristic nature of the
guidelines for producing a good panelization make it likely that the first at-
tempt will yield an unacceptable solution. Quality assurance knowledge must
then be applied to recognize problems in the solution and attempt to diagnose
and correct flaws in the initial panelization that led to these problems. In the
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Figure 4: NACA 0012 wing
mechanics domain, feedback between simulation runs is needed not so much
to change state variables as to change initial simulation conditions in order to
more fully understand the physical situation (see [Gelsey 1991]).
7 Experimental Results
In the fluid flow domain, my colleagues and I have implemented initial ver-
sions of automated setup, quality assurance, and feedback for the PMARC
numerical simulator mentioned earlier. The resulting system will accept a de-
scription of a sold body's geometry and automatically panehze the body's
surface and run PMARC on it. However, this initial system does not directly
apply the panehzation guidelines discussed earher; instead, it generates pan-
ehzations based on a distribution scheme called cosine spacing which tends to
create panehzations following the guidehnes, at least for fairly simple shai)es.
At present we have implemented quality assurance checks for most of the pan-
ehzation guidelines and are in the process of investigating where on a I)ody's
surface the various guidehnes tend to be most important and how tradeoffs
between the guidehnes should be handled.
Our automated simulation controller is capable of running a series of nu-
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Figure 5: PMARC output for various panehzations
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Figure 6: Pressure distribution for fluid flowing in the positive x direction.
(Upper curve shows pressure on bottom of wing, lower curve shows pressure
on top of wing.)
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merical simulations with different panehzations. For example, Figure 5 plots
PMARC output as a function of panel spacing for the simple test body in
Figure 4. The largest spacing, normalized to 1, was an experiment with only
30 panels on the entire wing, while the smallest spacing, 0.1, covered the wing
with 3000 panels. Note that as panel spacing decreases, the output converges
to a particular value, as one would expect a reasonable solution to do. The
output value here is effective span, the span of an idealized wing with similar
performance. The wing in Figure 4 has a span of 5 meters, and the effective
span in Figure 5 converges to a slightly lower value, as one would expect be-
cause the losses due to spillover between the upper and lower wing surfaces at
the wing tip would not be present in an idealized wing. Figure 6 shows the
pressure distribution along near the center of the wing as computed by the
simulation with finest spacing. After Laplace's equation is solved to compute
velocity potential, the coefficient of pressure plotted in Figure 6 is computed
using Bernoulli's equation
Note that the pressure coefficient rises to 1, its maximum possible value, at
the leading edge, indicating a stagnation point, and that the qualitative shape
of the pressure distribution follows the quality assurance guidelines.
We are experimenting with various feedback schemes. We have tried simple
schemes for redistributing panels to refine solution values, but have found that
these don't work well. We are in the process of implementing a more sophis-
ticated scheme which will make a more active use of panelization guidelines
and quality assurance knowledge.
In the mechanical device domain I've implemented programs to automati-
cally set up and intelligently control numerical simulations of clockwork mech-
anisms. [Gelsey 1987, Gelsey 1989, Gelsey 1990, Gelsey 1991]. I am currently
focusing on the problem of quality assurance for this domain.
8 Related Work
Jambunathan et a/.[1991] and Andrews[1988] discuss the use of expert systems
technology to augment more traditional computational fluid dynamics pro-
grams. Most other artificial intelligence research concerning reasoning about
physical systems has focused on qualitative rather than numerical simulation.
[Weld and de Kleer 1990] Exceptions are the work of Sacks[1991] and Yip[1991];
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however, they have focused on numerical simulators for ordinary differential
equations and have not addressed the issue of quality assurance. Forbus and
Falkenhainer[1990] discusses the use of qualitative simulation to check the qual-
ity of numerical simulation results; however, the approach described appears
limited to physical situations modeled by ordinary differential equations.
9 Conclusion
While the problems of setup, analysis, quality assurance, and feedback for
numerical simulation are clearly of considerable practical importance, their
solution should also lead to significant insights into some basic AI problems.
Successful use of numerical simulators appears to require a combination of
spatial reasoning and reasoning about physics which has so far received little
attention from AI researchers. The first step in classifying and understanding
these reasoning methods is to collect a set of concrete examples of them, and
the only way to be sure the examples fully capture the reasoning used in to
incorporate them in programs which can successfully apply the reasoning to
the control of numerical simulations. This is the goal of the research discussed
in this paper.
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